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ABSTRACT 

Kuih Siput is known for its small size, spicy flavours, and crispy snack that usually 

serves during ‘Hari Raya’. Based on a survey conducted to 54 respondents, it is proven 

that 90% of people likes to eat Kuih Siput. However, the making process of it does 

require many energies and time that caused severe muscle pain towards people. The aim 

of this study is to produce a semi-auto yet less expensive product to ease people in 

making the Kuih Siput. This product contains a conveyor system for the transportation 

method and a motor for its movement source. The main material for this product is 

stainless steel. The fabrication process will involve cutting, drilling, and welding. With 

the development of this product, it if believed it to ease people in making greater 

quantities of Kuih Siput without using a lot of manpower and reduce the muscle pain. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

Kuih Siput is known as a Southeast Asian snack where the taste is mix crispy 

and spicy [1]. This traditional Kuih are commonly prepared during the Hari Raya. It 

also can be eaten as a regular snack. Based on my survey almost 50% of people likes to 

eat Kuih Siput. However, the making of Kuih Siput is quite complicated from its cutting 

process to the rolling process. 

 

The small business owners or housewives are likely making the Kuih by using 

the conventional method which is it need to roll and cut it by bare hands. This process 

is requiring a lot of time and energy. It also causes a muscle pain. They could not afford 

the machine which regularly used among big companies where the price is reaching for 

almost RM 5000. 

 

The importance of this project is to produce a helpful and affordable product for 

all kind of people especially for small business owners who could not afford the 

expensive Kuih Siput machine in market. This product will reduce the usage of energy 

and time required during the making process. The making process will become easier 

and the improve consistency of shape produced.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Kuih Siput are commonly sold in curry flavours. Although the size of the snack 

is small, it is hard and difficult to make. The price of Kuih Siput machines that are 

available on the market is expensive and is only suitable for big companies that are 

producing the snack in large amounts. Small business owners or housewives who want 

to start or run a business on the side cannot afford the Kuih Siput machine. It is not 

suitable for working on it at home. They could not produce more quantities of Kuih 

using a conventional method in a short period of time. If they want to make more 

quantities, they need to use more manpower on rolling and cutting the dough. These 


